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ABSTRACT

ZrO2-EMF measurements were carried out on natural biotite samples between about 400
and 1100 8C in a closed system in a pure argon atmosphere (99.9999%). The EMF patterns
are complex and cannot be compared to classical equilibrium 1/T-log ƒ data. Instead, theO2

electrochemical method, when applied to hydrous phases, is a non-equilibrium, dynamic
technique, comparable to differential thermal analyses. The data are interpreted from the
perspective of atomic processes that control EMF readings and in light of mica-breakdown
reactions known from the literature. These breakdown reactions occur at mainly three
temperatures marking the onset of dehydroxylation, of oxidation, and of breakdown to
oxides. The new application of ZrO2-EMF measurements proposed herein demonstrates
the advantage of dynamic tracking of mica breakdown reactions; so that in a single ex-
periment, all breakdown reactions may be studied sequentially for a specific mineral
sample.

INTRODUCTION

Any experimental study of hydrous minerals should
consider their stability and composition in terms of Ptot,
P , and, for Fe-bearing minerals, ƒ . In addition, theH O O2 2

potential breakdown of these hydrous minerals may begin
at temperatures that, in the case of micas, are as low as
500 8C. The redox stability of igneous and metamorphic
rocks containing micas and amphiboles involves condi-
tions generally between the magnetite-hematite (MH) and
wüstite-magnetite (WM) buffers (for a recent review see
Cygan et al. 1996). To assess the relation between crystal
chemistry and mica stability, heating experiments were
performed historically in air or in vacuum, and synthetic
mica, produced under ƒ -controlled environments, wasO2

studied by Mössbauer spectroscopy (e.g., Redhammer et
al. 1993). In our desire to explore the redox conditions
during the genesis of natural hydrous minerals and their
host rocks, we decided to investigate the suitability of the
ZrO2-EMF technique. Since the pioneering work by Sato
(1965, 1971) on electrochemical measurements to assess
geologic oxygen fugacities, this technique has been used
to investigate redox conditions of specific geologic en-
vironments (e.g., Sato 1972; Friel and Ulmer 1974; Ulmer
et al. 1976; Sato and Valenza 1980; Arculus and Delano
1980, 1981; Elliott et al. 1982; Ulmer 1984; Ulmer et al.
1987; Kozul et al. 1988; Virgo et al. 1988). Zirconia elec-
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trodes also have been used to obtain revised values of
standard redox buffers (e.g., O’Neill and Pownceby 1993)
and to monitor furnace gas ƒ (e.g., Huebner 1987). InO2

addition, the zirconia-based EMF technique is widely
used as an oxygen-sensing device in industry (Claussen
et al. 1984), in combustion control (Badwal et al. 1984),
in automotive exhaust emission control (Muse and Soe-
jima 1983), and in fuel cells (Huijsmans et al. 1989).

For hydrous minerals, the intended use of the ZrO2-
EMF technique confronts one with at least three imme-
diate questions. (1) In view of the conventional use of
the ZrO2-EMF technique between 700 and 1100 8C,
would these ZrO2 cells function at low-enough tempera-
tures? (2) Given the dehydroxylation of micas at temper-
atures as low as 500 8C, how would such log ƒ -T dataO2

compare to classical redox equilibrium measurements on
non-hydrous minerals? (3) Would it be possible to inter-
pret such, presumably dynamic, non-equilibrium data
from the breakdown of hydrous minerals in relation to
established mica-reaction processes?

With regard to question 1, we recently illustrated and
discussed that redox systems, such as gas mixtures, con-
ventional oxygen buffers, and Y-doped ZrO2 cells, oper-
ate at low temperatures. Specifically, low temperature
ZrO2-EMF measurements on buffers were reproducible
and linear in 1/T-log ƒ to temperatures as low as 300O2

8C, which confirmed the reliability of this method (Burk-
hard et al. 1991; Burkhard and Ulmer 1995a). These re-
sults and calibrations set the stage for carrying out an
initial study on oxide and silicate mineral redox stabilities


